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With dealers spending more time restructuring existing 
inflation swaps than striking new ones with corpo-
rates and utilities, it has been harder for pension 
funds and other investors to source cashflows linked 

to the UK’s retail prices index (RPI). 
HSBC generated a wave of supply in late 2013 and early 2014,  

through its role as duration manager on the UK Debt Management 
Office’s (DMO) record-breaking £5 billion index-linked 2068 gilt, and its 
execution of a simultaneous portfolio restructuring of a big pension fund’s 
inflation exposures. The syndication not only went smoothly, but the bank 
believes the restructuring brought more RPI-linked derivative supply to 
the market than all corporate issuance combined. 

“This flow recycled natural supply from several years ago, bringing to 
market a large supply of inflation swaps, enabling us to directly service other 
pension funds that were keen to receive RPI or real rate swaps, some directly 
and some via asset managers. Many of our rivals were in the same business, 
trying to service their clients, so for any net flows we had left over, we were 
able to pass those swaps on to our peers who were keen to receive them via 
the interbank broker market to service their clients’ interests,” says Dariush 
Mirfendereski, global head of inflation trading at HSBC in London.

The UK bank spotted the potential much earlier in the year, prompting it 
to politely excuse itself from the running for the DMO’s July syndication of 
index-linked 2044 gilts – not because HSBC could not do the job, but 
because it had something bigger in mind. It wanted to keep its powder dry 
to have a shot at the duration manager role on the 2068 issuance, which 
would extend the UK’s linker curve by six years, making it the world’s 
longest-dated sovereign linker and, with a per-basis-point interest rate 
sensitivity (PV01) of around £28 million, the largest-ever risk event for a 
single bond.

As duration manager, HSBC acted as counterparty to the other 
syndicate members for the so-called switch orders that arrive when a curve 
is extended. These orders come from investors that want to switch out of 
their current points on the curve to the new linker.

One of the pillars of the bank’s pitch was that it already had a home for 
a significant proportion of the bonds it would receive as a result of the 
switch orders – the HSBC Pension Fund, its independent defined-benefit 
scheme. The fund was looking to switch a portion of its inflation swaps 
into linkers, so it could profit from a very large in-the-money position and 
reallocate that cash into gilts. This not only cut down on the fund’s 
counterparty risk of placing large balances of cash at a small number of 
banks, but meant it could benefit from a positive difference between the 
yields on gilt linkers and real-rate swaps – the so-called zero volatility 
spread or Z-spread.

“Gilt yields are now higher than real-rate swap yields, so gilts are 

cheaper. So even if you didn’t have a mark-to-market in your favour that 
you’re crystallising, you’re actually switching from something that’s more 
expensive to something that’s cheaper but is giving you the same protec-
tion,” says Mirfendereski.

Crucially, the fund was looking to buy linkers across the curve, not just 
the longest point, which made it an ideal home for much of the switching 
that HSBC would have to manage in the September 2068 syndication. 
This, combined with the bank’s significant experience with gilt linkers – 
having acted as a lead manager in nine of the 17 such syndications up to 
that point, including the last curve extension to 2062 in 2011 – meant 
HSBC won the mandate. 

The switching activity brought roughly a quarter to a third of the 
£28 million PV01 back to the market, as funds rebalanced to move to the 
longest part of the curve. Nick Robinson, a London-based director in 
HSBC’s pensions solutions team, says a “significant part” of this switching 
flow went to HSBC Pension Fund to aid its move from real-rate swaps 
into gilt linkers.

“It was a great result for us. It’s key when you’re trying to execute on 
such large quantities of risk that you do it without moving the market 
against you during the process. In terms of executing the plan in a way 
that meant we achieved the Z-spreads we thought we were going to get, 
they did a very good job,” says Mark Thompson, chief investment officer 
of HSBC Pension Fund in London. 

“And because we were doing this with them at the time of syndication, 
where they had been appointed as the duration manager by the UK 
DMO, they had the greatest access to a large range of index-linked gilts. 
Having a good idea is one thing, but you have to be able to implement it, 
and targeting the largest linker syndication allowed us to very effectively 
achieve this,” he adds.

The real-rate swaps with HSBC Pension Fund were terminated over a 
staggered period as part of the deal, which in turn meant the bank had a 
large supply of real-rate exposure to pass to the market. It was able to 
portion this out over time to end investors, either directly via asset 
managers or through the interbank market. “It’s safe to say this supply was 
greater than the net new supply that’s come from the natural payers, as 
that has been very much restricted,” says Mirfendereski.

This new flow of real-rate swaps did not exactly match the swaps it had 
with HSBC Pension Fund, of course, creating risk management difficul-
ties. Some new clients only wanted to receive RPI instead of real rates, 
meaning HSBC had to hedge out the residual interest rate exposures. 
Many of the maturity mismatches had to be flattened with the help of 
other counterparties. 

HSBC followed this up with another lead manager role on the UK 
DMO’s subsequent £4.75 billion issue of 2068 gilt linkers in January 
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2014. This strength in sovereign curve extensions also saw the bank land a 
role on New Zealand’s NZ$2.5 billion ($1.93 billion) 2030 inflation-
linked issuance in October 2013, and the subsequent NZ$2 billion 2035 
linker in November 2014.

While it was not the only international bank on the panel, HSBC 
brought a significant number of international investors to the New 
Zealand linker market, providing further depth. Roughly 40% of the 
transaction was sold to international investors.

“Rather than focus exclusively on the domestic market, where there is a 
strong bid from investors that have large local inflation-linked liabilities, 
the DMO had broader objectives, including the internationalisation of its 
linker curve and to further develop liquidity in the product. This was 
reflected in the geographic distribution and composition of the syndicate 
group,” says Chris Jones, global head of local currency syndicate at HSBC 
in London.

In common with all banks in the inflation space, HSBC has had to pay 
careful attention to the amount of capital and liquidity used by its 
inflation business. While the bank was among those providing long-dated, 
uncollateralised real-rate swaps to utilities, public-private partnerships and 
private finance initiative schemes in the mid-2000s, it has since restruc-
tured the portfolio, making it less credit intensive.

The inflation team started looking at legacy inflation swaps in 2008, and 
has since managed to restructure the majority of its corporate portfolio to a 
point where the bank is comfortable with the exposure.

“There are some structured positions where it is very difficult because of 
their nature to restructure, so we still have them in their original form. But 
for the majority of the corporate portfolio, that restructuring process is 
now coming to an end,” says Shahrear Haque, London-based head of 
HSBC’s risk solutions group for Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

One of these cases saw HSBC act as the sole execution bank on the 
restructuring of the Electricity Supply Board (ESB) of Ireland’s £550 million 
portfolio of UK RPI-linked swaps. The swaps, originally transacted with 
HSBC and four other institutions, were approaching a mandatory break in 
2015, which gives banks a way to terminate or restructure a trade if the 
counterparty risk or funding charges become too much to bear.

HSBC and ESB devised a structure similar to that used in the restructur-
ing of interest rate and inflation swaps at UK telecoms company Arqiva in 
2013, with ESB paying just over €200 million in accrued mark-to-market 
value and the portfolio being novated to HSBC (Risk January 2014,  
www.risk.net/2317730). The UK bank then restructured the swaps into a 
pay-as-you-go format, where the balloon payment at the maturity of the 
contract is spread across the life of the swap, reducing counterparty exposure.

From there, HSBC syndicated the risk out to 13 other banks while 
keeping a portion for itself (Risk January 2015, www.risk.net/2388486). 
This meant the mandatory break could be pushed back seven years and 
allowed the banks to significantly reduce the amount of capital they had to 
hold against the trade.

As each bank collateralises its trades differently, a key challenge was to 
decide how to settle the valuation differences between the old and new 
bank counterparties. 

“We’d learnt the year before from Arqiva to be prepared for the 
negotiations and payments on the back of variation in the credit support 
annexes (CSAs). Each CSA had different currencies involved and different 
discounting, which gave rise to interbank payments as a result. And we 
were in a very good position to deal with that, having gone through a 
similar process the previous year,” says Haque.

ESB was pleased with the part HSBC played. “I found them to be excel-
lent. They’re very, very capable in this space in terms of complex derivatives 
and also they’re very experienced in market execution,” says Cathal Marley, 
group treasurer of ESB in Dublin.

HSBC is also working on the restructure of another utility’s long-dated 
inflation swaps via a special-purpose vehicle (SPV) repack, which is 
expected to be completed in early 2015. Under this, the swap portfolio is 
changed to a pay-as-you-go format, with the regular inflation payments 
going to a SPV, which uses them to issue new inflation-linked bonds. The 
utility’s inflation payments become the coupon on the bonds, and the 
money raised by the sale of debt helps to pay for the swaps to be novated 
and restructured. Electricity North West was the first to use this structure 
in 2012, and as last year drew to a close, Yorkshire Water was thought to 
be close to completing a similar deal (www.risk.net/2359419).

HSBC was also active in the fledgling consumer price index (CPI) 
market, transacting a significant amount of client-facing UK swaps done 
in the market in 2014. The bank is coy on specifics, revealing only that the 
number of completed deals is fewer than 50, and the average notional is 
between £10 million and £20 million. 

This has involved not only sourcing scarce CPI supply from housing 
associations and infrastructure projects, but also creating exposure by 
giving CPI receiver positions to end users such as insurers and proxy 
hedging it. For instance, one approach taken by the bank has been to 
hedge CPI with RPI up to a certain level of risk tolerance, as the two are 
fairly well correlated. 

Alternatively, as the RPI index includes mortgage interest payments in 
its calculation and CPI does not, the bank has also looked to use RPI as a 
hedge, but with an overlay that offsets the mortgage element. R

“This flow recycled natural supply from several years ago, 
bringing to market a large supply of inflation swaps”
Dariush Mirfendereski, HSBC


